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A versatile Lock-In digital Amplifier (LIdA): the
case of mechanical resonances

D. Bessas∗, E. Brück

February 20, 2017

Fundamental Aspects of Materials and Energy, Department of Radiation Science and
Technology, Delft University of Technology, Mekelweg 15, 2629 JB Delft, The

Netherlands.

Abstract

The assembly of a Lock-In digital Amplifier (LIdA) from widely accessible
ready-made modules is presented. This equipment, which does not require any ad-
vanced knowledge in electronics or programming, may introduce the experimenter
to resonant techniques by registering mechanical resonances. The freely available
control program allows for general data acquisition and further data processing.
The apparatus is versatile and may corroborate the science and engineering labo-
ratory in elasticity measurements or in a series of experiments where a modulated
signal is a prerequisite.

1 Introduction
Resonances are of great importance both in fundamental and functional properties of
a system and occasionally have a large impact on everyday life. A characteristic ex-
ample in this respect is the destructive effect of mechanical resonances on large scale
constructions such as bridges.

Resonant techniques are all along very well received by the scientific community
and are relevant to electro-magnetic resonances, e.g., electron paramagnetic resonance
[1], nuclear magnetic resonance [2], with extensions up to high energy physics, e.g.,
nuclear resonance scattering [3]. This is mainly because on a resonance, the signal to
noise ratio maximizes and peculiar effects appear, which are otherwise inaccessible.

The concept of a resonance is indeed covered few times in the typical physics and
engineering education, however, the importance of experimental resonant techniques
are barely highlighted in the curriculum with possibly the only exception of resonances
in electric circuits, e.g., resistor - inductor - capacitor (RLC) circuits [4].

Despite the importance of experimental resonant techniques in research, a gap be-
tween the experimental scientific and engineering community and the undergraduate
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education is generally observed. Such a gap may be reasonably attributed to the sig-
nificant amount of effort and resources which needs to be invested in order to quan-
titatively register resonances. Arguably, the detection of resonances in research and
development usually require sophisticated and expensive equipment or access to large
scale facilities such as, high magnetic field laboratories, synchrotron radiation storage
rings or high energy particle colliders. As a result the access to experimental resonant
techniques is usually limited to a few people at later times in their careers.

Herein, we revive the case of mechanical resonances for a smooth transition of
prospective scientists and engineers between the undergraduate curriculum and re-
search. For this reason, the assembly of a low cost Lock-In digital Amplifier (LIdA)
from accessible ready-made modules is described. Such an equipment may not only
serve educational purposes but it could also complement the scientific laboratory. De-
tails on excitation and detection of mechanical resonances are given and the importance
of mechanical resonances in research is further discussed.

2 Mechanical resonances and synchronous detection
A simple mechanical oscillator such as a mass, m, suspended by a spring which is
driven by an external alternating force with amplitude F0, and frequency f has a me-
chanical resonance at frequency fr =

√
k/m/2π. It is already apparent that the knowl-

edge of the resonant frequency provides a direct measure of the spring constant, k,
which is both of fundamental and practical interest.

The frequency profile of the oscillating motion, F (f), matches the Lorentzian pro-
file F (f) ∼ F0f

2
r /(|f2 − f2r | + f2rQ

2) , where Q = fr/δfr is the resonance quality
factor which is indicative of the full width at half maximum of the Lorentzian profile,
δfr. The well defined profile function of a resonance is an asset for resonant tech-
niques. An additional asset is that on resonance, i.e., at f = fr, the amplitude of the
resonating system is maximum. It is hence straightforward to assume that the detection
of mechanical resonances might be an easy task. This assumption is indeed valid for
qualitative observations, i.e., when the amplitude of the excitation, F0, is high enough
and results in destructive phenomena, such as the case of falling bridges. However, in
the case of non destructive techniques F0 is kept low and consequently the quantita-
tive detection of mechanical resonances is reduced in discriminating a small amplitude
signal from the noise.

It is possible to distinguish a signal of small amplitude from noise both in time,
as well as in frequency domain. Here, the analysis will be done in time domain since
the transformation between time and frequency domain requires advanced mathematics
[5], which might appear as a limitation for the unexperienced audience.

The main routes to distinguish a signal of small amplitude from noise in time do-
main is either the reduction of the noise amplitude or the so called synchronous de-
tection. Although the reduction of the noise amplitude is always advisable, in most
cases it is inherently difficult since some kind of noise, e.g. thermal noise, electronic
noise, 1/f noise [6] are practically unavoidable. The synchronous detection, which is
also known as lock-in amplification, introduced by Cosens [7] and further simplified
by Michels and Curtis [8] is thus the method of choice.

The working principles of a lock-in amplifier are extensively discussed in the lit-
erature and are beyond our scope herein. For a more detailed introduction into the
principles of a lock-in amplifier the reader is encouraged to follow Ref. [9] and ref-
erences therein. In short, a lock-in amplifier recovers a modulated signal with a well
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defined modulation frequency and phase buried in a noisy carrier signal. The trigger
and the recorded signals are multiplied. The resulting signal is filtered out for high
frequency harmonics and all information relevant to the response of the studied system
is encoded in the phase difference between the trigger and the recorded signal. The
output of a lock-in amplifier comprises of a signal, I , in-phase to the reference signal,
and a quadrature signal, Q, which is out-of-phase to the reference signal. The magni-
tude signal, R, is defined as R =

√
X2 + Y 2, where X and Y are given as R cosϑ and

R sinϑ, respectively, and ϑ is the phase.

3 Excitation and detection of mechanical resonances
In order to excite and detect mechanical resonances from a solid one needs: a function
generator, which produces modulated electrical signals of variable frequency, electro-
mechanical transducers, which convert modulated electrical signals to analogous me-
chanical signals and vice versa, and a lock-in amplifier, which discriminates the actual
signal from the noise.

Mechanical oscillations of solid bodies follow the classical wave mechanics equa-
tion, us = l · fr, with typical speed for the propagation of the wave front equal to the
speed of sound, us. The resonant frequencies of solid bodies depend on the dimensions
of the body itself, i.e., the higher the dimensions, l, the lower the resonant frequencies.
The volume of typical samples which are easy to obtain in the laboratory span between
1 mm3 and a few cm3. The typical speed of sound in solids ranges between 2 and
4 km/s. Thus, the typical resonant frequencies of such solids vary between 20 kHz and
2 MHz.

Commercially available lock-in amplifiers with high detection efficiency and accu-
racy exist [10], however, their wide use in the introductory laboratory is inhibited by
their high cost. This is mainly due to the fact that the synchronous detection is realized
through analog electronics, which except for price also adds in volume making such
instruments non-portable. Lately, commercially available digital lock-in amplifiers ap-
peared [11], however, the cost remained high. Several attempts for low cost both analog
and digital lock-in amplifiers exist in literature, e.g., Ref. [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17], how-
ever, most of them are dedicated to low frequencies, i.e., well below 1 MHz. Such
lock-in amplifiers may indeed be used for registering mechanical resonances in rela-
tively large samples. However, large volume samples are not always available in the
scientific and engineering laboratory.

4 Experimental setup
The overall experimental scheme for the excitation and detection of mechanical res-
onances is shown in Fig. 1a. A picture of the sample holder used for detection of
mechanical resonances is depicted in Fig. 1b. A picture of the Lock-In digital Ampli-
fier (LIdA) assembly for registering mechanical resonances suggested in this study is
shown in Fig. 1c.

The experimental setup comprises of a set of cylindrical S-type piezoelectric trans-
ducers [18] with a thickness of 0.4 mm and a diameter of 10 mm. The first mechanical
resonance of such a transducer is 5 MHz, which is away from the mechanical reso-
nances of the sample. The transducers were glued on plastic supports positioned on
truncated cylindrical and hollow copper blocks. The lower copper block is a single
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Figure 1: (a) The scheme of the spectrometer for exciting and recording mechanical
resonances of solid samples includes a variable frequency source, a pair of piezoelec-
tric transducers, and a Lock-In digital Amplifier (LIdA). (b) A picture of the sample
holder with the alumina sample mounted between the transducers. (c) The electronics
assembly of LIdA.
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piece, whereas the upper block is made of an inner and an outer part. The outer part
is similar to the lower single part. Both parts are fixed using a primitive aluminum
scaffold. The upper inner cylindrical piece is moveable. Such an elaborated design is
not crucial for the operation of the spectrometer. It is only done in order to have the
possibility to accommodate samples of various dimensions.

The excitation transducer, which is selected to be the lower one, is fed through
a thin coaxial cable with a modulated electrical signal that is produced by a separate
direct digital synthesis GF-266 function generator [19]. The coaxial cable may be
either glued using a conductive glue or soldered at one side of the transducer. The other
side of the transducer is grounded. The operation of both transducers is acoustically
inspected by scanning the modulation frequency in the hearing range, i.e., between
31 Hz and 21 kHz.

A reference signal with the same frequency and phase with the excitation signal is
fed through a similar coaxial cable at one of the two channels, i.e., Vb, of a commer-
cially available ready-made 14-bit AD7357 digitizer [20]. The role of the digitizer is
to convert the analog signal produced by the transducer to a digital one. For this spe-
cific digitizer the sampling frequency is 4.2 MHz. According to the Nyquist–Shannon
sampling theorem [21] reliable data acquisition up to 2.1 MHz may be achieved with
this specific digitizer.

The detection transducer, which is selected to be the upper one, is connected simi-
larly as the lower transducer to a ready-made commercially available PPA-100 pream-
plifier [22]. The role of the preamplifier is to match the impedance difference be-
tween the piezoelectric transducer, which is in the range of several MOhm, to the input
impedance of the digitizer, which is 50 Ohm, and to minimize potential electronic re-
flections due to impedance mismatch. The output of the preamplifier is connected using
a coaxial cable to the other channel, i.e., Va, of the digitizer. The digitizer is connected
through a build-in 96 way connector to a commercially available Field-Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA) CED1Z card [20] which has the same type of build-in connector.
The acquired data are transferred through the FPGA card via a usb port using a usb
cable to a personal computer for further processing and storage. Typical costs for all
commercially available products in the assembly presented in this study is similar to
the cost of a portable pc, i.e., around C6001. The cost of cabling is negligible. The
mechanical work for the sample holder was done manually on small spare parts and
takes only a few hours. Notably, the overall volume of the electronics and the mechan-
ical parts of the spectrometer presented in Fig. 1 including the preamplifier does not
exceed the volume of a portable pc.

5 Control software
The experimental setup is controlled via a freely available [23] Labview-based exe-
cutable which includes the tedious FPGA programming. In this respect the user may
use the program as it is without any knowledge in programming or need for further
development. The source code of the Labview executable [24] is also available in case
the user would like to further customize it, e.g., add a temperature or a magnetic field
controller. The control panel of the Labview program is shown in Fig. 2. The graphical

1A set of piezoelectric transducers costs less than C5. The cost of a reliable function generator based
on direct digital synthesis is in the range of C200. The cost of a digitizer card is in the range of C50. A
commercially available preamplifier costs around C100. The cost of an FPGA card is in the range of C200.
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Figure 2: The graphical user interface of the freely available Labview program which
controls the spectrometer. The white curve in the “Raw Data Generation and Acqui-
sition” sub-panel corresponds to the response of the recording transducer whereas the
red curve is the trigger signal. For more details on other sub-panels see text.
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user interface is divided into sub-panels relevant to: the function generator, the data ac-
quisition, the signal analysis, and the data storage. All white rectangular shaped areas
are inputs and can be modified by the user whereas the grey areas are either outputs or
contain information relevant to the experimental setup.

In the function generator sub-panel, the actual function can be selected, the ini-
tial/final frequency, the number of points, and the dwell time between the frequency
points can be set. Moreover the amplitude or the attenuation of the output signal can
be modified.

In the Data AcQuisition (DAQ) card info and the DAQ card sub-panel all informa-
tion relevant to the digitizer and the FPGA card is given. The sampling frequency and
the number of samples are set to their maximum values, 4.2 MHz and 4096 samples
respectively.

In the signal analysis sub-panel the amplitude of the input signals, both for the ref-
erence signal and the recorded waveform, are shown. A Phase Locked Loop [25] (PLL)
which detects the frequency and the phase of the reference signal is implemented. A
variety of filter types, e.g., low-pass [26], together with the order and the cut-off fre-
quencies may be selected in the filter sub-panel and allows the user to filter out all the
high frequency components in the lock-in process.

The program applies the synchronous detection in real time and the output of the
lock-in process is provided in the lock-in amplifier sub-panel. Namely, the X− and
the Y− components of the lock-in process, together with the magnitude signal, R, and
the phase ϑ are given both in the control panel as well as in the output data file. More
importantly, the raw waveforms shown in the data generation and acquisition sub-panel
may be saved for future reference or further processing, e.g., in the frequency domain.

6 Demonstration experiments and results
Solid samples exhibit mechanical resonances at resonant frequencies, f ir. The de-
tection of the frequency profile on resonance depends crucially on the quality factor,
Q = f ir/δf

i
r, which is in turn related to the micro-structure of the sample. Any solid

sample of any shape may be used for demonstration experiments. Herein, a ceramic -
polycrystalline - alumina (Al2O3), is selected on a trial and error basis. The demon-
stration sample is cut using a saw from a widely available large ceramic alumina piece.
No further treatment, such as polishing, or any special care about the parallelism of the
opposite sample faces is taken. The dimensions of the sample were measured with a
caliper and found to be 4.40(5) mm × 5.56(5) mm × 7.74(5) mm. The mass of the
sample was 0.654(5) g. The selected modulation function was of sinusoidal type with
5 V amplitude. A frequency scan was carried out between 300 kHz and 1.1 MHz with
a 50 Hz frequency step. The overall spectrum was collected in less than 10 minutes.

The X- and Y - component and the magnitude signal R of the lock-in amplifier for
the empty spectrometer with an open gap between the transducers is shown in Fig. 3a.
The overall curves are rather smooth. The inset to Fig. 3a shows the frequency re-
gions where small disturbances are observed. The disturbance regions are reproducible
between different runs and can be most likely attributed either to small instabilities in
the amplitude of the frequency source, the cross-talk of the excitation and detection
transducer through the metallic scaffold, or less likely to environmental noise with the
appropriate frequency and phase which successfully goes through the lock − in am-
plifier. Fig. 3b shows the frequency response measured on the sample using the same
sequence as in the background measurements. The sample was lightly held between its
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Figure 3: The X-, Y -, components and the magnitude signal R (see text) of the back-
ground spectrum measured on an empty spectrometer (a) and for the rectangular par-
allelepiped sample used in this study (b). Inset shows: (a) the maximum frequency
disturbances caused by the setup (see text), (b) typical resonant lines. A line between
the experimental points is given as a guide to the eye.
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Table 1: The experimental resonant frequency, f ir, in MHz and the quality factor, Q =
f ir/δf

i
r, for the first 14 mechanical resonances of a rectangular parallelepiped sample

with dimensions 4.40(5) mm× 5.56(5) mm× 7.74(5) mm and mass 0.654(5) g.
i f ir ( MHz ) Q i f ir ( MHz ) Q
1 0.370064 467 8 0.674416 2556
2 0.457166 2710 9 0.716967 5560
3 0.500151 2841 10 0.785485 6062
4 0.620242 5705 11 0.790638 21916
5 0.620372 30779 12 0.801774 5684
6 0.642341 7341 13 0.813615 4900
7 0.673962 1733 14 0.836681 5476

two opposite edges by the transducers. More than 25 sharp clearly resolved resonant
lines can be identified between 300 kHz and 1.1 MHz. The first 14 resonances were
fitted with a lorentzian profile using the portable command-line driven graphing util-
ity Gnuplot [27] and both the resonant frequencies, f ir, and the quality factor, Q, are
extracted and shown in Table 1.

7 Mechanical resonances and elasticity
Mechanical resonances are an indispensable tool in characterizing the elastic properties
of a material. Mechanical oscillations follow classical mechanics. The equation of
motion in this case is the Newton’s law which in its differential form is given in Eq. 1.

ρω2
rψi +

∑
i,j,k

Cijkl
∂2ψk

∂xj∂xl
= 0 (1)

This is a typical eigenfunction, ψ, eigenvalue, ωr, problem, which can be solved
numerically and provides the frequencies of the mechanical resonances fr = ωr/2π
if the elements of the elastic constants tensor, Cijkl, and the mass density, ρ is known.
The inverse problem may also be solved numerically. If the frequencies of the mechan-
ical resonances, fr, are measured on a sample of mass density ρ and a shape which
can be described by a set of basis functions ψ then the elements of the elastic constant
tensor Cijkl can be extracted.

The elastic constant tensor in its general form has 36 elements. The number of
independent elements, however, depends on the symmetry relation in the studied sam-
ple. For example, polycrystalline aggregates have only 2 independent elastic constants,
namely, C11 and C44, whereas the maximum number of independent elastic constants
in the most anisotropic, triclinic, crystal structure is 21.

A program to refine the elastic constants of a rectangular parallelepiped solid is
available online [28]. The output of the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)
Rectangular PaRallelepiped (RPR) code for refining the isotropic elastic constants (C11

and C44) of the ceramic alumina sample measured in this study is shown in Fig. 4. The
resonant frequencies shown in Table 1 together with the geometric dimensions and the
sample mass are the input parameters to the program. The refined isotropic elastic
constants at room temperature are C11 = 467 GPa and C44 = 139 GPa with an rms
refinement error of 1.8%. The interested audience may find a more detailed manual on
the use of this program in Ref. [29].
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Figure 4: The LANL RPR code (Ver. 6) output from where the isotropic elastic con-
stants of the ceramic sample are refined [28].
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8 Discussion
The experimental setup described herein is assembled from commercially available
pieces and programmed for synchronous detection. No need for advanced electronic
design is required both for setting up and running the apparatus. It can thus be assem-
bled and used both by undergraduate students and general physicists or unexperienced
researchers. The control program is provided both as an executable for use as it is and
as a source code for further research and development. The total cost of the equipment
and its volume remains low. This fact makes the operation of multiple setups feasible
and the setups portable. The experimenter will be familiar with terms such as instru-
ment control, data acquisition, digital signal processing, and synchronous detection.
The modular control program gives the opportunity for understanding the operation of
various analog electronics, e.g., frequency filters, without the actual presence of such
analog devices.

The obtained data demonstrate the strength of resonant techniques. Although dis-
turbances are recorded in an empty spectrometer, they do not follow a Lorentzian pro-
file and thus are not of resonant nature. The sample oscillates at all frequencies, how-
ever, it is only at the resonant frequencies when the signal to noise ratio maximizes
and a Lorentzian type frequency response is detected. In this respect the experimenter
will be introduced in experimental resonant techniques and the concept of signal to
noise ratio. The high precision and accuracy of resonant techniques may be further
highlighted by illustrating the sensitivity of the resonant frequencies to changes in tem-
perature and the change of the frequency response due to macroscopic defects such as
chips and cracks.

Such a device apart from demonstration experiments may also be proven a useful
tool for the advanced scientific research laboratory. Mechanical resonances are an in-
dispensable tool for studying the elasticity of solids. A well established experimental
technique known as resonant ultrasound spectroscopy [29], which focuses on the study
of the coupling constants between stress and strain, i.e., elastic constants, may be read-
ily benefit from such a device. The elastic constants except from the obvious practical
use in elasticity measurements are also of fundamental interest. Elastic constants com-
plement the knowledge obtained by the lattice parameters, the inter-atomic position at
which the global minimum in potential energy is observed, with the curvature of the
potential energy at the global minimum.

In this configuration the setup is optimized for registering mechanical resonances
of specimens with small volumes without requirements for advanced technical knowl-
edge. The same electronic equipment, without hardware changes, may be used for
general data acquisition. Once the electronic assembly is ready further measurements
in a modulated mode, i.e., resistivity/capacitance [30, 31], magnetic susceptibility [32],
heat capacity [33], thermal diffusivity/conductivity [34] are accessible. Modulated sig-
nals of any type may be registered and a frequency analysis [5] may be carried out
either in real time or at a later time.

9 Conclusions
The assembly, the control, and the operation of an open source Lock-In digital Am-
plifier (LIdA) optimized for registering mechanical resonances is described. Such an
apparatus may introduce the experimenter in resonant techniques and bridge the gap
between education and research. The elastic constants of a system, which are both of
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fundamental and practical interest, may be obtained using LIdA. Apart from mechani-
cal spectroscopy LIdA may also be used in other areas of science and technology.
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